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Qrditativc analvsts havc receivcd stern_warnings that thc validity of thcir srudics may bc un-dcrmincd bv sci:ciio.n b-ias. This articf frovrocs an ovcwicw of this problem for qualitativc re-searchers in the ficld oiiniei;;;i";;i';de fid;,il:;;;, focuiing on sctection bias thatmay.rcsult from thc dclibcratc sclection of ..r." by rh! t"".liig;;; dil;.r'"ir'ar"*n fromsrudies of rcvolutiot:, international dcte,,'cnce, thi politics oiinflation, iniernational tcrms oftradc, cconomic 1'r.owthl and industri"t .o-fiiiit".i;ilJ rrti.r. first ;;i;;;-how insightsrbout sctection 'L",,..*fgl-f*::lii"i ,.s.",.h il;;;'ililffi,.1i,t#Tiji,.o in quar-itativc srudics.Thc discus';cn considcrs,rtry qutlii"iiri *ri"Ln.* need to o. .on..r-n-J'.f-i,sclcction bias, evcn if thcydo not c:rr€ abo,.t'tht gi;;.rttt;?;i.iin"Ji"eplrnl ii'.onridcrs dis-tinctivc implications of this form of bias fo, \ua'fit.$". iil;;, as in thc problem of what is la-bclcd "complcxification b.t.d on-.x-tr.m. .ir...;th.-iit-i.t.'tl,.n considers pitfalls in recentdisc'ssionsbfsclcction bias in q;riitl".loa,.'.Th;;; eil;i;il;i,.+,ti!i.a ao,,"n indisagrccmcnts and misundcrstindingp ove, hor" th;i;;.;Jl-n, u"r,ro," rs conc€prualized and

t5*t:fi:ffgiiT1,:,r,fr ,::f.fr'ffiT j*]ffi i:*tlm:,:n:*Xin::i..#""jbias, but a larler sct of lradc-"fr, ;"il;d;;;;;d;iiyir. ei"rr.

INSIGHTS AND PITEALLS
Selection Bias itr Qalitative Research

By DAVID COLLIER andJAIVIES MAHONEF

nyALIqTIyE- analysts in the fields of comparative politics and
.\lin.t 

rnational relations have received stern warnings that the valid-
ity of-heir leseargh -1I be underrnined by selection 6ias. King, Keo-
hane, and Verba have identified this form of bias as posing important
"dangers" for research; Geddes sees this as a problemwithi"ttiitr vari-
ous subfields are "bedeviled"l and Achen and Snidal consider it one of
the "inferential felonies" that has "devastating implications."I

Among the circumstances under which Jelection bias can arise in
small-N :om-PTative analysis, these authors devote particular attention
to the role of deliberate selection of cases by the investigator, out of a
conviction that a-modest improvement in methodological self-aware-
ness in research design can yield a large improvemerri in scholarship.
The mode of case selection that most concerns them is common in
comParative studies that focus on certain outcomes of exceptional

. 
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interest, for example, revolutions, the onset of war, the breakdown of
democratic and authoritarian regimes, and high (or low) rates of eco-
nomic growth. Some analysts who snrdy such topics either restrict their
attention to cases where these outcomes occur or analyze a narrow
range ofvariation, focusing on cases that all have high or low scores on
the particular outcome (for example, growth rates) or that all come at
least moderately close to experiencing the particular outcome (for ex-
ample, serious crises of deterrence that stop short of all-out war). Their
goal in focusing on these cases is qryically to look as closely as possible
at actual instances of the outcome being snrdied.

Unfornrnately, according to methodologists concerned with selection
bias, this approach to choosing cases leaves these scholars rmlnerable to
systematic, and potentially serious, error. The impressive tradition of
work on this problem in the fields of econometrics and evaluation re-
search lends considerable weight to this methodological critique,2 and
given the small number of cases typically analyzed by qualitative re-
searchers, the strategy of avoiding selection bias through random sam-
pling may create as many problems as it solves.3

Nonvithstanding the persuasive character of this critique, some
scholars have urged caution. Authors in a recent review symposium on
"The Qralitative- Qrantitative Disputation"a expre ss reservations about
efforts to apply the idea of selection bias to qualitative research in in-
ternational and comparative studies. Collier argues that although some
innovative issues have been raised, the resulting recommendations at
times end up being more similar than one might expect to the perspec-
tive of familiarwork on the comparative method and small-N analysis.s

2 
James J. Heckman, "The Common Strucrure of Statistical Models ofTruncation, Sample Selec-

tion and Limited Dependent Variables and a Simple Estimator for Such Models,".,4a nak of Economic
and Social Measurement 5 (Fall 7976); idem, "Sample Selection Bias as a Specification Error," Econo-
metriea 47 (January 1979); idem, "Varietics of Selection Bies,' American Economic Association Papers
and Proceedizgr 80 (May 1990); G. S. Maddda, Linited-Depcndent and Qualitatite Variables in Eco-
nomics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983); Donald T. Campbell and Albert Erlebacher,
'How Regression Artifacts in Qrasi-Experimental Evaluations Can Mistakenly Make Compensatory
Education Look Harmful," in Elmer L. Struening and Marcia Guttentag, eds., HandbooA of Eualua-
tion Researcb, vol. 1 (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1975); and G. G. Cain, "Regression and
Selection Models to Improve Nonexperimental Comparisons," in C. A. Bennett and A. A. Lums-
daine, eds., Evaluation and Experiment: Some Critical Issues in Assessing Social Prograns (New York:
Academic Press, 1975).

r King, Keohane, and Verba (fn. 1), 725-26.
a "Review Symposium-The Qralitative-Qrantitative Disputation: Gary King, Robert O. Keo-

hane, and Sidney Verba's Duigning Social Inguiry: Ecientfc Inferencc in Qualitatiae Rcsearcb," Amtican
Political Science Reviean 89 (June 1995).

s David Collier, "Translating Qrantitative Methods for Qralitative Researchers: The Case of Se-
lection Bias," American Political Scienee Revieat S9 (June 1995).

Moreover, Rogowski suggests that some of the most influential studies
in comparative politics have managed to produce valuable findings even
though they violate norms of case selection proposed by the litirature
on selection bias.6

Th: 99{ of the present article is to extend this assessment ofinsights
and pitfalls in the discussion of selection bias, bringing to the disius-
sion a perspective derived in part from our experience in conducting
qualitative research based on comparative-historical andysis. Examplei
are drawn from snrdies of revolution, international deterrence, the pol-
itics of inflation, international terms of trade, economic growth, .r,d in-
dustrial competitiveness.

We explore in the first half of the article how insights about selec-
tion bias developed in quantitative research can most productively be
applied in qualitative snrdies. We show how the very definition of s.-
lection bias depends on the research question, and specifically, on how
the dependent variable is conceptualized. It depends on answers to
questions such as: what are we trylng to explain, and what is this a case
oP We also suggest that selecting cases with extreme values on the de-
pendent variable poses a distinctive issue for scholars who use case snrd-
ies to gen_erate new hypotheses, potentially involving what we call
"com_plexification based on extreme cases"l and we consider strategies for

*idiry selection bias, as well as whether it can be overcome by means
of within-case analysis, a crucial tool of causal inference for practition-
ers of the case-study method and the small-N comparative method.

The discussion of pitfalls in applying ideas about selection bias to
qualitative research, which is the concern of the second half of the arti-
cle, illustrates the difficulties that arise in such basic tasks as reaching
agreement on the research question, the dependent variable, and thE
frame of comparison appropriate for assessing selection bias. These dif-
ficulties gmerge clearly in disputes among methodologically sophisti-
cated scholars in their assessment of well-kno*n studies. We also
examine efforts to assess the effect of selection bias within given stud-
ies by extending the analysis to additional cases, a form of assessrnent
that is.in principle invaluable but that in practice can also get bogged
down in- divergent interpretations of the research question 

"nJih.frame of comparison. We likewise consider the relevaice of the idea of

_ i.l"l4{ Rog_owski, "The_Role of Theory and Anomaly in Social-Scientific Inference,"./ merican
Political Scienrc Reaiean 89 (Junc 1995), 468-70. For a cautionary trerrment of selection bias within
,h...Fl{ of quantitativesociology, .:" k*Y. Stolzenberg and Daniel A. Relles, "TheoryTesting in
a World of Constrained Research Design: The Significan-ce of Heckman's Censored Sampling dias
Correction for Nonexperimental Researih," SociotQical Metbods and Research 18 (May 199d).
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59 SELECTION BIAS IN qUALITATIVE RESEARCH

selection bias in evaluating interrupted time-series designs and studies
that lack variance on the dependeni variable.

Our overall conclusion is ihat although some zuguments presented in
discussions of selection bias may have ireated *o"r. confus'ion than il-
lumination, scholars in the field of international and comparative snrd-
ies should heed the admonition to be more self-conscious about the
selection of cases and the frame of comparison most appropriate to ad-
dressing their research questions.In the conclusion *. off.i a summary
o5 th.e.Points that we have found most useful in thinking about selecl
tion bias in qualitative snrdies, and we underscore two i-ssues that re-
quire further exploration.

I. sprucrrNc E>crnenae cases oN THE DeppNoENT VARTABLE:
WH.qr Is rur Pnogrnl\,r?

The central concern of scholars who have issued warnings about selec-
tion bias is that selecting extreme cases on the dependenlvariable leads
the. analyst !o focus on cases that, in predictable ways, produce biased
estimates of causal effects. It is useful to emph asiie ai the start that
"bias" is slrtematic error that is exfected to occur in a given context of
research, whereas *error" 

is generally taken to mean 
""], 

airr.rence be-
tween an estimated value and the "tme" value of a variabl. ot parameter,
whether the difference follows a systematic pattern or nor.7 Selection bias
is comm:4y understood as occurring_when some form of selection pro-
cess in either the design- of the study or the real-world phenomena
under investigation results in inferences that suffer from systematic
error. As we will argue below, the term selection bias is ,o-.ii-es em-
ployed more broadly to refer to other kinds of error. However, the force
of recent warnings about selection bias derives in important part from
the. sophisticated attention this problem has received in econometrics,
and we feel it is constructive to retain the meaning associated with that
tradition.

Selection bias arises under a variety of circumstances. It can derive
from the self-selection of individuals into the categories of an explana-
loty variable, which can systematically distort caisal inferencer if ttr.
investigator canno,.fuUy model the seli-selection process. This problem
arose' for example, in assessing the impact of school integration on ed-

7 See Maurice G. Kendall andWilliam R. B_uckland ,A Dicrionary of StariuicalTerms,4th ed. (Lon-
don: Longman, 1982), 18,66; and w. paur,Vogt, Dictionary oysitirt;r, oriurit"irirgy(Newbury
Park, Calif.: Sagc Publications, 1993), Z!,92.
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ucational achievemllt givel that attendance at an integrated school
could result from self-selection (or parental selection).r S.ttion bias
can also arise when the valuet 

".fSl 
ixplanatoryvariabie are 

"ff""t.J 
|y

the values of the dependent variable at a prior point in time, 
" 

dil.**"
that Przeworski and Limongi arse -ryL. common in the field of in-
ternational and comparativesnrdies. In analyzine the consequences of
democratic as opposed to authoritarian t sr-., ?or;.;";;i" growth,
the.y suggest that successful or unsuccessfuigrowth m^y.";;; countries
to be "selected in" to different regime catJ ries, witlh the result that
economic performance.may be a cause, as well as a consequence, of
regime qp:, leading to biaied estimates of the impact .i i"!i*. q";
on growth.e

The focus of the present discussion is on selection bias that derives
from the deliberate ielection of cases that have extreme values on the
dependent variable, as sometimes occurs i" l!: ,tua/or*"r, regime
breakdown, and successful economic growth. when tlr'i, ,p..in.ar/ir-
volves the selection of cases above oi b.lo* a particular'value on the
overall distribution of cases that is considered rele.rant to the research
question, it is called "truncation.',10

THe Basrc Pnoslsr\4

A discussion of the consequences of truncation in quantitative analysis
will serve to illustrate the basic problem of selection bias that concerns
us here' The key insight for unierstanding these consequences is the
fact that under. many cjrcumstances, choJsing obr.rrr"iion, so as to
constrain variation on the dependenr variable t."ttdr to reduce the slope
estimate produc.ed by regression analysis, whereas an equivalent mode
of selection on t!1 exptaiarory 

.variable does not. The ..;;1.;n Figuie
1 sugges-ts how this occurs in the bivariate case. In this .*rrirpl., it is as-
sumed that the analytically meaningful spectrum ofvariation of the de-

8 Achen (fn. 1).
e Adam Przeworski and Fernand-o- Limongi, "Political Regimes and Economic Growth," Journal ofEconomic PcrsDcctivcs 7 (Summer 1993), tZiq;and Adam f,rzer*,orski, contribution to "The Role ofThcory in co'mparativ.'po[ilr, A 

-st6;;"-; 
' w"ru. iri;i;r, ia fo.rou.,' r 995). This specific prob-lem is dso referred to as "cndogeneii."'It merits emphasir tn"t .u.rriit.r,rr"rt t.rri".-ilr" concernsaboltinvestigator-induced seleltion bias that are the 

.i;; 

"i,h.;r.r.n, 
paper, theywill still be facedwith the selection issues raised by przeworski.

r0 Lincoln E' Moses, "Truncaiion and Censorship," 
ilD"rtd L. Sills, ed.,International Encyclopcdiaof thc Social Scicnccs,vol- 15 (NewYork Macmillan'"na Fi"" ii.*, rgogl,196. Moses refcrs to this astruncation "on the left" and "on the, righti We are not concerned with other forms of truncation, whichhe rcfers to as "inner'truncation (oriitting cases wjthin a givcn range ofvalu.r, uui iiituaing 

"rr.,above and below that range) and "outer'tnincation (omitti.f, c"r.r 1u"o* .na u.ior"lgiu.r, ,"ng.y. Inthe discussion bclow, whin we refer to truncation, we m."nj.ft and right t*nc"tion. 
o
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y,"l.tPgnsible for producing frigher scores on the dependent variable.r2
Unless the investigator ."tt id"itify missing variables that explain the
po-sition of these cases' the bivariatl rehtioiship in this subset of cases
will tend to be weaker than in the larger set of cases.

These observations can be made iror. concrete if we imagine that
I8rrt 1 rep_orts data from a reanalysis of the ideas in Putna ̂ i a["n;"g
lelnocra.cy WorA: Civic Traditions ii Modern ltaly,based on a hypothetl
l:-d :*dl-of regional governments located in a number of countries.
The initial goal is to explore further Putnam's efforr ro 

"*pf"in 
govern-

ment.performance on the basis of his key explanatory 
""ri"blei"civic-ness."l3 If civicness and governm.ttt p.tfor*"rr., are the two variables

in Figure 1, then the truncated sample will restrict our attention to
cases for which extreme scores on rorn. factor or factor s in addition to
civicness played a larger role in.explaining the high scores on gov-
ernment-performance than they do for the 6ll set of"cases. An anjysis
restricted to this narrower gloup of cases will underestimate the impor-
tance of civicness.

Tft: problem of underestimating the effect of the main explanatory
variable will also occur if selection i-s biased toward the louer )nd of the
dependent variable. Bycontrast, if selection is biased toward the higher
or lower end of th e explanatory variable, then for any given value of that
variable, the dependent variable is still free to 

"rrurrr.""ny 
value. conse-

quently, wi$ selection on the explanatory variable, as long as one is
dealing with a linear relationship'the .xp.ct.d value of the"slope will
not change.

. Jhis asymmetry is-the basis for warnings about the hazards of ,,se-
lecting on the 

{.Pe.rdettt variable." When icholars ur. thir .*pression,
a. mo-re precise formulation ofwhat they mean is any mode of selection
that is correlated.lth the. dependent variable (that ir, r.r,Jirrg to ,.1..t
cases that have higher, or lowir, values on that variable), orr..ihe effect
of the explanatory variables included in the analysis i, ,*.r.d. An-
other wa1 of sayrng the same thing is that the seiection mechanisrn is
correlated with the error term in the underlying regression model. If
such a correlation exists, causal inferences wifi bJbia"sed. In the special
case of a selection procedure designed to produce a sample that reflects

12 It is important to emphasize that this does not involve the situation-of causal heterogeneiry dis-cussed below, in which unit changes in thc ecplan"to.y u"ri"bi;r i;;"" different effects on the depen-dent variable. Rather, a different lombination of otr.ri" ,.or., oi irre exphnatory variabtes producesthe high scores.
tr Robert D' Putnam, ryla alng De:rrocrary wor&: ciaicTraditions in Modern ltaty (princeton: prince-

ton University Press, 1993), ch{s. 3-4, aiaesp. 9r-99. His term is achra[y "civic-ness.'
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pendent variable Y is the full range_ shown in the figure, and the pur-
P9:. of the example is to illustratJthe impac on infirences about that
full range if the an{y9t selects a truncatid r"-ple that includes only
cases with a score of 720 or higher on Y (see horizontalline in the fig'-
ure). Due to this mode of sele&io1_for any given value of the .rpl"ni-
tory variable X th: corresponding Y is not frie to assume any value, but
rather will tend to be either close-to or above the origin"l regression line
derived from the full data set.rr In this example, 

"riong 
thi cases with

a Y value of 720 or more, most are located above the oriiinal regression
line, whereas otly two are located below it, and both of"those are close
to it. The result is a dramatic flattening of the slope (the broken line)
within this subset of cases: it is reduced-from .zz ti .tg.

A crucial feature of this truncated sample is that it is largely made up
of cases for which extreme scores on one or more unmeasured variables

rf Heckman (fn. 2, 1976), 478-79.
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the full variance of the dependent variable, the selection procedure will
not be correlated with the underlying error term, and will not produce
biased estimates.

In the bivariate case, selection bias will lead quantitative analysts to
underestimate the strength of causal effects. In multivariate analysis it
will frequently, though not always, have this same effect. King, Keo-
hane, and Verba suggest that, on average, it will lead to low estimates,
which may be understood as establishing a "lower bound" in relation to
the true causal effect.la

WH.qr Ip ScHoLARS Do Nor Cnne ABour GrnnnnlrzATroN?
A point should be underscored that may be counterinruitive for some
qualitative researchers. Our discussion of Figure t has adopted the per-
spective of starting with the full set of cases and observing how the
findings change in a truncated sample. From a different perspective,
one could ask what issues arise if researchers are working only with the
smaller set of cases and do not care about generalizing to the larger set
that has greater variance on the dependent variable. The answer is that,
if these researchers seek to make causal inferences, they should, in prin-
ciple, be concerned about the larger comparison.

This conclusion can be illustrated by pursuing further the Putnam
example. We might imagine that a group of specialists in evaluating
government performance is concerned only with a narrower range of
cases that have very good performance, that is, the cases with scores be-
tween I2O to 200. Let us also imagine that among these scholars, there
is a strong interest in why Government A and Government B are,
within that comparison set, so different (see Figure L). In fact, they are
roughly tied for the lowest score and the highest score on government
performance, respectively. If these scholars do a statistical analysis of the
effect of civicness on government performance within this more limited
set of cases, they will conclude that civicness is not very important in
explaining the difference between A and B. Predicting on the basis of
the level of civicness, B would be expected to have a slightly higher
level of government performance than A (see the dashed regression
line), but the difference must be accounted for mainly by other factors.

However, if Governments A and B are viewed in relation to the full
range of variance of government performance, then civicness emerges

tr King, Keohane, and Verba (fn. 1), 130. See also Heckman (fn. 2,7976),478, n.4; and Christo-
pher Winship and Robert D. Mare, "Models for Sample Selection Bias," Annual Reaieut of Sociology 78
(1992),330.
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as a very important explanation, as can be seen in Figure 1 in relation to
the solid regression line derived from the full set of cases. Although
both A and B are well above this regression line, they are an equal ("*-
tical) distance above it, which means that the difference between them
in government performance that would be predicted on the basis of
their levels of civicness closely corresponds to the actual difference be-
tween them. While other variables are needed to explain their distance
above the- regression line, the magnitude of the difference in govern-
ment performance between A and B appears, at least within a bivariate
plot, to be fully explained by civicness. Correspondingly, the much
weaker finding regarding the impact of civicness that is derived from
the smaller set of cases would be viewed as a biased estimate.

Thus, even specialists concerned only with the cases of relatively
hiSh performance will gain new knowledge of the relationship among
tltose sfecifc cases by using this broader comparison. As we will discuss
further below, using the broader comparison in this way is much more
plausible if one can assume causal homogeneity across the larger set of
cases, an assumption that our hypothetical set of specialists in govern-
ment performance rnay not believe is viable. The crucial point for now
is that their lack of interest in making generalizations is not, by itsel{,
grounds for rejecting the idea that a larger set of cases can be used to
demonstrate the presence of bias within the smaller sample. Or, to put
it positively, the larger comparison increases the variance of the depen-
dent variable and, other things being equal, provides a better estimate
of the underlying causal pattern that is present in the more limited set
of cases.

II. E>creNDrNc rHE AncuueNT To QunurnrrvE RESEARcH

What insights into qualitative research can be derived from this argu-
ment about selection bias? In this section we consider (1) the oveiall
implication for qualitative studies; (2) the frame of comparison against
which selection bias should be assessedl (3) the relation of that h"*.
of comparison to the problem of causal heterogeneity; (a) the question
ofwhether within-case analysis can overcome selection bias in qualita-
tive research; and (5) 

" 
distinctive problem entailed in the complexifi-

cation of prior knowledge based on case snrdies.

Ovpner.l InapucenoN
In thinking about the overall implication for qualitative research, we
would first observe that the qualitative snrdies of concern here do not
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employ numerical coefficients in estimating causal effects. Yet there is
substantial agreement that the various forrns of causal assessment they
employ do offer a means of examining a kind of covariation between
causal factors and the outcome to be explained.ls The examination of
this covariation qrgvidel a basis for causal inferences that in important
re-spects are parallel to those ofregression analysis. Given these similar-
ities, if quditative scholars were to analyze_the truncated sample in Fig-
ure 1, it seems.likelf that the dramatic reduction in the strength of tf,.
bivariate relationship that occurred in the quantitative assessment
would also be reflected in the qualitative 

"s.rrlo.nt. 
Even recognizing

that causal effects are assessed in an imprecise manner in q.rJit"tirrI
snrdies, it still seems plausible that a *.rk t causal effect *ilt be oU-
served and hence that the problem of selection bias will arise.

It is important to avoid either overstating or understating the impor-
tance of this problem of bias for qualitative researchers. WIth r.grrd to
overstati"g t\e problem, it is essential to recognize that selectiJn bias
is only_on9 of many things that can go wrong in qualitative research,
and indeed in any other kind of study. The leison i, not that small-N
snrdies should be abandoned; qualitative studies that focus on relatively
few cases clearly havg much to contribute. Rather, the point is that re-
searchers should understand this form of bias and avoid it when they
.-"t, but they should also reco gnize that important trade-offs ,o-.'-

l1*:t emerge-between attendingto this problem and addressing other
kinds of problems, as we will see below. 

-

.With t g"td--to understating the problem, although particular studies
will occasionally reach conclusions that are not h .rtor, researchers
must remember the crucial insight that bias is understood as error that
is, on average' exfected to occur. Figure 1 can serve to illustrate this
poi1t. If small-N analysts did a pairJd comparison thar focused exclu-
sively on Governments A and B, they *ould doubtless conclude that
civicness was an important causal factor, given the large difference be-
tween the two cases in terms of both civicness and government per-
formance. However, if we imagine a large numbei of such paired

r5 Discussions of these methods of inference are found inJohn P. Frendreis,"Explanation of Varia-
tion and Detection of Covariation: The Purpos.e and Logic of Comparative Anaiysi s," Comparative
P,olitical Sndig r0 (Ju]y 1983); E. Gene DiFelice, "Cau-sal Inferenie and Comp'arat'ive Mirhods,"
!.ypayti.a-e Pol;1ica-l Studics 19 (October 1986); Alexander L. George and TiniothyJ. McKeown,
"Case Studies andTheories of Organizalon{ Decision Making," inAiaancu k lrrforiit;on processing
in.Org!!1;z:ations,vol.2 (Santa Barbara, Calif:nr Press,1985),15-lt;Charles C. ft,agin, The Conpar1
(fot Yr:!:!t Motting bqgnd Qualitativc and Quonintive Strategia (Berkeley: Univer"sity of California
lr::r: 

t?11), esp..chaps. 6-8; and David co-lli^e5 "Thc comp"r.iir,. Method" in Ada vf. Filift.r, .d.,
Political Scicnce: The State of tbe Disciptinc II (Washington, b.C., A-.rican Foltical Science Associa-
tion, 1993).
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comparisons that are restricted to the upper part of the figure, they will
on average provide weaker support for an association between .ilri.rr.r,

1nd-.perQrmance than would ,h-. f"ll comparison set. It is this expected
finding that is the crucial point here.

This discussion of paired comparisons also serves to underscore the
ggint that selection bias is not just a problem of regression analysis.

fhir argument can be made in two rt.pt. First, pairJ comparison i, 
"basic tool in qualitative studies, and it rt.*s appiopriate to issume that

even though qualitative researchers may not belmploytrg precise mea-
surement, lhey will nonetheless to some t aron"ble degiee succeed in
assessing the-ma-gnjtude of differences among ."r.r. Hence, as just
note{, given the different constellation of car.r in the truncated sample
and in the full comparison set, it is plausible that with a substantial
number of paired comparisons, the fulI set is likely to produce an aver-
age fi1djng of a stronger_relationship. Second, the ptobl.- again arises
that with truncation on the dependent variable, for any given-value ofX
the dependent variable Y is not free to assume 

"ny.r"lue, 
but is re-

stricted to a value of at least 120. This restriction in ihe variabiliry ofY
has the consequence that, for c,ny paired comparison, a given diffirence
between the two cases in terms ofX is likely to be asiociated, in the
truncated sample, with a reduced difference in terms of y. Hence, it is
appropriate to conclude that this mode of selection leads the re-
searchers to underestimate the strength of the relationship within the
truncated sample.

At the same time, qualitative researchers may view with skepticism
the assumption of causal homogeneiry thar makes it appropii"t. to
consider this broader comparison. In this sense, they *;i have a dis-
tinctive view not of selection bias itsel{, but of the tiade-offs vis-i-vis
other analytic issues. It is to this question of the appropriate frame of
comparison that we now turn.

AppRopmATE FRAI\4E oF Coupnrusox

It is essential to recog nize that the literature on selection bias has
emerged out of ar.-": of quantitative research in which a given set of
cases is analyzed with the goal of providing insight into *Trrt is often
a relatively well-defined larger populatiott. In this context, the cen-
tral challenge is to provide good istimates of the characteristics of
thal population. By contrast, in qualitative research in international
and. comparative snrdies, the definiiion of the appropriate frame of com-
parison is more frequently ambiguous or 

" 
-alt.i of dispute. A prior
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c-hallel8e, before issues of selection bias can be resolved, is to address
these disputes.

A useful Potttt of g"rty in dealing with disputes about the frame of
cornParison is Garfinkel's concept oFthe "contiast space" around which
studies are organized.l6 Thus, in relation to a given research question
that focuses on a particular dependent variabl{ it is essential L id.n-
ti$' the specific contrasts on thlt variable which in the view of the re-
searcher make it an jnteresting outcome to explain. This contrast space
vis-i-vis the dependent_variable in hrrn helpsio define the appropii"t"
frame of comparison- for evalua-ting explanations. For .x"mpl., if 

"scholar wishei to understand why J.tt"in countries experierr.. lrigl,
rates of economic growth, the relevant contrast space s^hould incluie
low-growth countries that serve as. negative ."r., and consequently
make it meani"gful to_characterizethe initial set of countries as experi-
encing high-growth. In relation to this research question, the assess-
ment of explanations for high growth should theiefore be concerned
wit! 

$g gomparison set that includes these negative cases.
This idea of a contrast space provides an initial benchmark in con-

sidering the implications for selection bias of both narrower and
pro.adel comparisons.-If a given study evaluates explanations on the

.b"tt: 
of a comparison that is narro,u)erih"n the contrast space suggested

by th_e research question, it is reasonable to conclude thai the cJripari-
son does not reflect the.appropriate range ofvariance on the dependent
variable. To continue the above .*r-pl., if the low-growth countries
are not included in testing the explanatlon, then the sclolar has not an-
!V*4 the full contrast space derived from the research question and a
biased answer to the research question will result.

The_other option is to use a io-prrison that is broader than would be
called for in light of the contrast space of immediate concern to the in-
vestigato_r. A_!rya{.-t:oTparison could be advantageous because it in-
creases the "N," which from the point of view of s]tatistical analysis is
seen as facilitating more adequate estimation of causal effects. A
broader comparison that increases the variance on the dependent vari-
able might likewise be desirable because it will produce a more ade-
quate assessment of the underlying causal struciure. However, these
desirable goals must be weighed against important trade-offs that arise
in the design of research.

- - 
16 Alan Garfinkel, F(!: of Exptanation: Retbinhing rbe Questions in SocialTheory (Ncw Haven: yale

University Press, 1981),22-24. 
-
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Tsu Fnaup oF coMpARIsoN AND cnuser, HernnocENErry
It is useful at this point to posit a basic trade-off concerning the frame
of comparison. If a broader comparison turns out to encompass hetero-
geneous causal relations, it might be reasonable for qualitative re-
searchers to focus their comparisons more narrowly, notwithstanding
the cost in terms of these other advantages ofincluding more cases. BeI
cause this issue plays a crucial role in choices about the frarne of com-
parison, we explore it briefly here.

Qralitative researchers are frequently concerned about the hetero-
geneity of causal relations, which is one of the reasons they are often
skeptical about quantitative studies that are broadly comparative. They
may believe that this heterogeneity can occur uctors diffirent levels on
important dependent variables: for example, the factors that explain the
difference between a {Sh and an exceptionally high level of gorr.rrr-
ment performance, in Putnam's terms, might be different from those
thatexplain cases in the middle to upper--iddl. range. A concern with
this heterogeneity m-ight lead scholais to focus on a limited range vari-
ance for such a variable, which in rurn may a pose a dilemma fr"om the
standpoint of selection bias.

The issue of causal-heteroger-.ity is of course not exclusively a pre-
o:cupajio" 

9{qualitative researchers. For example, Bartels has L-pn"-
sized the critical role in the choice of cases for statistical analvsis 

^of 
"a

prior beliefin the similarity of the bases of behavior across .rnits or time
periods or contexts."lT ln fact, the crucial difference between qualitative
and quantitative methodologists may not be their beliefs 

"bout 
causal

heterogeneity, but rather rheir capacity to ana\yze it. with a complex
regression model, it may be possible to deal with heterogeneous causal
patterns.rs Yet the goal of recent warnings about selection-bias in qualita-
tive research has not been to convert all scholars to quantitative analysis,
but rather to encourage more appropriate choices about the frame oi
comparison in qualitative research. The real issue thus concerns how
9u1li1a1iv9 researchers should select the appropriate frame of comparison.

We believe that these considerations iugg.rt a relevant stand;d: it is
unrealistic to expect qualitative researchettli.r their effort to avoid selec-
tion bias, to mak comparisons across contexts that may reasonably be
thought to encompass heterogeneous causal relations. Given the toolsihat
they have for causal inference, it may be more appropriate for them to

" L- lyl M. Bartels, "Pooling Disparate Observation s," An,rican Journal of Political Sciencc40 (Au-
gust 1996),906; emphasis in original.

18 Bartels offers an excellenr eiample of such a modcl. See ibid.
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focus on a morefromogen€ous set of cases, even at the cost of narrowing
,h1:o.-parison in a way that may introduce problems of selection bias.

. Tht: specific trade-of{,which-is impo-rtan't in its own right, may also
be looked at in relation to a larger set of trade-offs .*plorJd ,orrr. time
ago by Przeworski and Teune,.invol"lry the relationthip among gener-
atity' parsimonyr -accuracy, and causality.tr Snrdies thaiachieve greater
generalitycould be seen as doing- so at the cost of parsimony, accuracy,
and- ca"sality. Some scholars might add yet 

"noih", 
element to the

trade-off; more g:1.t4 theories are also more rnrlnerable to problems
of conceqq"l validiry because extending the theory to broader contexts
may result in conceptual stretching.2o

. In the past_two decades, thinkingabout the trade-off of generality
vis-i-vis parsimony, accura.y, c"uralitr, a_na conceptuat 

"jiairy 
r,rl

gone in ^two directions. On the one hand, scholars engaged in new
forms of theoretical modeling- in the social sciences -Lfr maintain
that it is in factpossible to devElop valid concepts at a high"l.r.l ofg.n-
.-tdity a:r9ss what mtght appear to be heterogeneous contexts, and"that
the models in which these concepts are embCdded, if appropri"t.ly 

"p-Pli:d'can perform well across a bload range ofcases i" i.tr"r of the cri-
tgria of parsimg'ny, accur"qrand causaliry. Hence, they may not believe
that trade-offs b-etwqen generality and these other go"lr are i.revitable.

On the other hand, many schoiars who believe itls difficult to model
the heterogeneity-of human behavior have a strong concern about the
dilemmas posed by these trade-offs, are fundam"entally ambivalent
about generalization, are committed to careful contexiualization of
theirfindings, and in some cases explicitly seek to impose domain re-
strictions on their studies. From thiJ standpoint, even important theo-
ries may sometimes apply to limited domains. These isru.^s and choices
play an important role in the examples discussed below.

CeN SnrecrroN BrAS Be OvsncoME THRoucH
WrHw-Cesp Aruerysrs?

Given the differences between _quantitative and qualitative research,
does qualitative methodology offer tools that mighi serve to overcome

re Adam Przeworski and Henry Teune, Tlte Logh of Comparatisc Social Inguiry (New york Wilcy,
1970),2F23. 'Causality" 

is achieved when the .iur"i mod'el is correctly specified. Although greeter
generality 

P"y lt times be achieved at the cost ofcausality, discussions of r"i'..tion Ui"r *in, to the al-
ternative view that gr:Lqr generali-ty may sometimes improve causal assessment. 

- r -

a Giovanni Sartori,'Concept Misformation in Comparative Politics," lmerican political Science Re-
sietp 64 (December L970); and David Collier and Jamis E. Mahon, Jr., "Con..f*rt ;iir.,.t 

ins' R.-
visited:-Adig!1g Categories in Comparative Analysis," .rlmeriean political Siencc Reeicu gl
(December 1993).
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selection bias? One possibility is that within-case analysis, an impor-
tant means of causal inference in qualitative studies, could address this
problem. Methodological discussions of within-case analysis-which
has variously been called "discerning," "process analysisr" "pattern
matchingr" "proc.ss tracing,' and "causal narrative"-have a long his-
tory in the field of qualitative research.2l This form of causal assessment
tests hlpotheses against multiple feanrres of what was initidly treated
as a single unit of observation, and a broad spectrum of methodological
writings has suggested that the power of causal inference is thereby
greatly increased. Campbell, for ocarnple, has argued that within-case
analysis helps overcome a major statistical problem in case studies.22 He
focuses on the issue of degrees of freedom, involving the fact that in
case-study research the number of observations is insufficient for mak-
ing causal assessments, given the number of rival orplanations the ana-
lyst is likely to consider. Campbell shows that within-case analysis can
address this problem by increasing the number of cases.

The question of concern here is whether within-case analysis can
help overcome another statistical problem of case snrdies, that is, selec-
tion bias. In our view it cannot. As suggested for the bivariate case in
Figure 1, the distinctive problem of selection bias is the overrepresenta-
tion of cases for which extrerne scores on factors in addition to the ex-
planatory variable employed in the analysis play an important role in
producing higher scores on the dependent variable. To continue with
the Putnam example, these might be cases for which extreme scores on
one or more of his explanatory variables otlter tban civicness plury a
greater relative role in explaining the attainment of a high level of gov-
ernment performance. These other variables might include economic
modernization, another of his hypothesized explanations.23 A more nu-
anced causal assessment based on within-case analysis would doubtless
provide new insight into these specific cases, but it cannot transform
them into cases among which civicness plays as important an explana-
tory role as it does in relation to the full range of variation. Hence,

- 
2t On discerning, see Mirra Komarovslcy, Tbe Uncmployd Man and His Family:Thc Efect of Unem-

Plylnlyrt upon tbe Status of tbe Man in-Fifty-ninc Familics (New York Drydtn Presl, 1940), esp.
135-46;on process analysis, see Allen H. Barton and Paul Lazarsfeld, "Some Functions of Qralitative
{n"[:it in Social Research,'in G. J. McCall and J. L. Simmons, eds., Isrucs in Partkipant Observation
(Rcading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1969);on pattern matching. see Donrld T. Camp6e[, "'Degrees of
Freedom'and the Case Study," Comparative Politkal Studics A (;uty 1975),181-82; on process iracing,

1e G:orge and McKeown (fn. 15); on causal narrative, see William H. Sewell, Jr., "Tfrree Temporal--
ities: Toward an Evcntful Sociology," in Terrence J. McDonald, ed., Tltc Hktork Turn in tbe Hu^oo
Scienccs (Ann fubor: University of Michigan Press, forthcoming).

22 Campbell (fn.21).
23 Putnam (fn. 13), 85, 118-19.
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within-case analysis is a valuable tool, but not for solving the problem
of selection bias.

CouprrxrFrcATroN Bnsno oN ExTREME CASES

Finally, we would like to suggest that one of the very strengths of qual-
itative research-its capacity to discover new explanations-may pose a
distinctive problem, given the issues of selection bias of concern here. A
well-established tradition underscores the value of case studies and
small-N analysis in discovering new hypotheses and in complexifring
received understandings by demonstrating the multifaceted character of
causal explanation.2a If indeed qualitative researchers have unusually
good tools for discovering new explanations, and if they are analyzing
cases that exhibit extreme outcomes in relation to what might appro-
priately be understood as the full distribution of the dependent variable,
these researchers may be well positioned to provide new insights by
identifying the distinctive combination of extreme scores that explain
the extreme outcomes in these cases. Thus, they may discover what,
from the point of view of the scholar doing regression analysis, are
missing variables that help account for the biased estimates of the
causal effects among these extreme cases.

However, this distinctive contribution, involving complexifi cation
based on extreme cases, mal in hrrn leave case-study and small-N re-
searchers rmlnerable to a distinctive form of systematic error that will
occur if they overlook the fact that they are working with a truncated
sample and proceed to generalize their newly discovered explanations
to the fulI spectrum of cases. This would be a mistake, given that this
smaller set of cases is likely to be unrepresentative due to selection bias.
Case-sh.rdy and small-N researchers are often admired for their capac-
iry to introduce nuance and complexity into the understanding of a
given topic, yet in this instance readers would have ground to be suspi-
cious of their efforts at generalization.

To summarize, whereas for the quantitative researcher the most
commonly discussed risk deriving from selection bias lies in underesti-

2a For a particularly interesting statement on thc tendency of case studies to overturn prior under-
standings, see again Campbell (fn.2l),182. On the use of case srudies to discover new explanarions
and conceptualizations, see also Michacl J. Piore, "Qralitative Research Techniques in Economics,"
Administratiae Scicnce Quarterly 24 (December 7979); Arend Lijphart, "Comparative Politics and
Comparative Method,".,{merican Political Science Reaieat 65 (September 7971),697-92; Harry Eck-
stein, "Case Study and Theory in Politicd Science," in Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson W. Polsby, eds.,
HandbooL of Political Scicnce, vol. 7 (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1975), 104-8. Some of these
themes are incisively summarized in Alexander L. George,'Case Srudies and Theory Development:
The Method of Strucrured, Focused Comp_arison," in Paul Gordon Lauren, ed., Diplomacy: Net;u Ap-
proacbes in Hitory, Theory, and Policy (New York Free Press, 1979),51-52.
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mating the importance of the main causal factors that are relevant for
the larger frame of comparison, for the qualitative researcher an impor-
tant part of the risk may also lie in overestimatingthe importance of ex-
planations discovered in case studies of extreme observations.

III. SelpcrroN Bns us-A-ws rHE No-VeruANcE PnonlEvr

Turning to some of the pitfalls encountered in efforts to apply the idea
of selection bias to qualitative research, we first review the relationship
between selection bias and what we will call the "no-variance" problem.
As noted above, this problem arises because qualitative researchers
sometimes undertake snrdies in which the outcome to be explained is
either one value of what is understood as a dichotomous variable (for
example, war or revolution) or an extreme value of a continuous vari-
able (for example, high orlow growth rates).2s Consequently, they have
no varlance on the dependent variable.

Scholars might adopt this strategy of deliberately selecting only one
extreme value if they are analyzing an outcome of exceptional interest
and wish to focus only on this outcome, in hopes of achieving greater
insight into the phenomenon itself and into iis causes. Alternatively,
they may be dealing with an outcome about which previous theories,
conceptu alizations, measurement procedures, and empirical studie s
provide limited insight. Hence, they may be convinced that a carefully
contextuilized and conceptually valid analysis of one or a few cases of
the outcome will be more productive than what they would view as a
less valid study that compares cases of its occurrence and nonoccur-
rence. To the extent that these scholars engage in causal assessment, a
frequent approach is to examine the causal factors that this set of cases
has in common, in order to assess whether these factors can plausibly
be understood as producing the outcome.

King, Keohane, and Verba, as well as Geddes, present as a central
concern in their discussions of selection bias a critique of studies that
lack variance on the dependent variable.26 In their treatment of selec-
tion bias, these authors point to a problem of no-variance srudies that is
important, but that in significant respects is a separate issue. Thus,
King, Keohane, and Verba argue that in snrdies which employ this de-
sign, "nothing whatsoever can be learned about the causes pf the de-

25 In this latter case, scholars may actually look at a range of variation at the high or low extreme of
the variable, yet they treat this range of variation as a single outcome, for orampL, as "high" or "low"
growth.

26 King, Keohane, and Verba (fn. 1), 129; Geddes (fn. 1), 132-33.
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pendent variable without taking into account other instances when the
dependent variable takes on other values."27 They point out that be-
cause the analyst has no way of telling whether hypothesized causal fac-
tors present in cases matched on a given outcome are also present in
cases that do not share this outcome, it is impossible to determine
whether these factors are causal. Consequentlp they see the problem
with this research.desigl 

"r 
"so obvious that we would think it hardly

needs to be mentioned," and lygg.tt that such research designs "arl
easy to deal with: avoid them!"28

We believe that it is somewhat misleading to use the leverage of the
larger tradition of research on selection bias as a basis for declaring that
no-variance designs are illegitimate. Not only does this framing 6f the
P-robl-9m provide an-inadequate basis for assessing these designi, but it
also distracts from the more central problems thai have madJselection
bias a compelling methodological issue. As noted above, the force ofre-
cent warnings about selection bias derives in substantial measure from
the sophisticated attention this problem has received in econometrics,
involving a concern with the distortion of causal inferences that can
occur in studies based on analysis of covariation between explanations
and outcomes to be explainei. fo the extent that these nJ-variance
studies do not analyze covariation, this central idea is not relevant.

There is of course substantial reason for being critical of no-variance
designs, given_that they preclude the possibility of analyzing covaria-
tion with the dependent variable as a means of testing explaiations. A
concern with selection bias likewise provides one pJrsplctive for as-
sessing these designs, as we suggested in our discussior, 

"f 
the bias that

m y arise in complexification based on extreme cases. However, this
perspective is hardly an appropriate basis for the kind of emphatic re-
jection of no-variance designs offered by King, Keohan., rnd Verba.
We are convinced that these designs are betterivaluated from alterna-
tive vi_ewpoints offered in the literarure on comparative method and
small-N analysis.

First, a traditioTl way of thinking about no-variance designs is in
terms of J. S. Mill's method of agreement. Although this is a much
weaker tool of causal inference than regression analysis, it does serve as
a method of elimination that can contribute to .".ri"l assessment. Sec-
ond, no-variance designs play an invaluable role in generating new in-

" King, Keohane, and Verba (fn. 1), 129.
28 lbid., 129, 130. We might add that notwithstanding this emphatic advice, these authors state their

position more cautiously at a later point (p. 13a)._Theyiuggesr ihat this rype of design may be a use-
ful first step in addressing a research quesiion and can-be rlld to develop int"r.rtingiypoth.r.r.
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formation and discovering novel explanations, which in terms of
a larger research cycle provides indispensable data for broader com-
parative snrdies and new hypotheses for them to evaluate. Third, these
designs are routinely empioy.d in conjunction with counterfactual
analysis, in which the absence of real variance on the dependent vari-
able is comPensaled for.by the logic of counterfactual reasoning.2e

Given these alternativ. 
-p.tspeitives, it seems inappropriate" simply

to dismiss this tyPe of design. At the same time, it ir esrential to lool
at the real trade-offs between alternative designs. If little is known
about a given outcome, then the close analysis of=one or two cases of its
occurrence may be more productive than a broader study focused on
positive and negative cases, in which the researcher never Lecomes suf-
ficiently familiar with the phenomenon under investigation to make
good choices about conceptualization and mearur.*.rrl This can lead
to conclusions of dubious validity.-Nevertheless, by not utilizing the
comParative pers.pective provided- by th9 examination of contraiting
cases' the researcher forfeits c lot in analytic leverage. In general, it if
productive to build contrasts into the research desig-n, .rr.iif it is only
in a seco"dlry_:omParison, within which an intensive study of extreml
cases is embedded. But it is not productive to dismiss completely de-
signs that have no variance at all.

A further observation should be made about the issue of no variance.

Th. problem of lacking variance on a_key variable is nor exclusively an
issue with the dependent variable, and srudies that select cases l".kitg
variance on the explanatoryvariable suffer from parallel limitations.3oIT
investigators focus on-only one value of the 

"*pl"n"tory 
variable, they

run the risk of (wrongly) concluding that 
"tty 

r,rbr.qr'r.rrt characteristit
that the cases share is a causal .onr.qrr.n.. of th. .*plrrrrtory variable.
Unless 

!h..1 also consider cases wittr,a different value on the explana-
tory variable, theywill lack a basic tool for assessing whether the shared
characteristic is indeed an outcome of the explatt-rtory variable under
consideration. Thus, while selection bias as conventiorr"ilv understood
is an asymmetrical problem arising only with selection on the depen-
dent variable, t!1no-variance-problem ir ry--.trical, arising in a par-
allel manner with both the dependent ..td th. explanatorivariable.

2e Collier (fn. 5), 464. On countedactual analysis, see_James D. Fearon, "Counrerfactuals and Hy-
pothesis Teslrng!n Political Science,' Wortd Poliiio 43 (January 1991), tzi-go; and philip E. Tetlock
and Aaron Belkin, ed,s.,_Counterfactual Tbougbt E*perimenrs io W*id po,tir;., tpiir..,#: princeron
university P-ress, 1996). See alsoiohn sruart Miu, "6f th. Four Methoar of e*piri-.ri"i l"q.A; i.
A Sy^stem tlog;c (1843; Toronto: Universiry of Toronto press, 1974)ro King, Keohane, and Verba (fn. 1), 146, underscore this point. 

'
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This is a further reason for distinguishing clearly between selection bias
and the no-variance problem.

IV. DTvBRcENT Vrpws oF THE DepeNoENT VARTABLE AND
THE RssreRcH QlrESTroN

Another pitfall in discussions of selection bias is suggested by the fact
that even the most sophisticated scholars engaged in these discussions
at times disagree about the identification of the dependent variable in a
given sftrdy and about the scope ofitsvariation. For ocample, a debate fo-
cused on these issues emerged between Rogowski and King, Keohane,
and Verba over such well-known snrdies as Bates's Markets and States in
TropicalAfrica and Katzensteids Small States in World Marhets.3r Because
such disputes raise key issues in the assessment of selection bias, they
are important for the present analysis. The general lesson suggested by
these disputes is that it is cmcial to consider carefully the research ques-
tion that guides a given shrdy, as well as the frame of comparison appro-
priate to that question, before reaching conclusions about selection bias.

We consider two examples of divergent views on whether a particu-
lar study has a no-variance design in relation to the dependent variable.
In both examples, it turns out that the study in question does have vari-
ance, and to the extent that there is a problem it is not the absence of
variance, but rather selection bias, more conventionally understood. In
this sense, a concern with the no-variance problem appears to have dis-
tracted attention from selection bias.

INpusrruet, ConaPETrrIvEN ESS

The first example is a critique of Michael E. Porter's ambitious book on
industrial cornpetitiveness, The Competitizte Adztantage of Nations.32 In
King, Keohane, and Verba's discussion of Porter, it appears that they
may have zeroed in too quickly on the no-variance problem, instead of
focusing on what we view as the real issue of selection bias in this study.
These authors observe that Porter chose to analyze ten nations that
shared a common outcome on the dependent variable of competitive
advantage, thereby "making his observed dependent variable nearly

r Rogowski (fn. 6), !68-70; Gary King, Robert O. Keohane, and Sidney Verba, "The Importance
of Research Design in Political Science,' American Political Scicncc Reaiett 8g (June 7995),-478-79;
Peter Katzenstein, Small States in lAorld Markets (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1985); Robert
H. Batcs, Marhets and States inTropicalAfrica:The Political Basis ofAgricultural Policies (Berkeley: Uni-
versity of Cdifornia Press, 1981).

32 Porter, Tlte CompetitiacAdaantage ofNations (NewYork Free Press, 1990).
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constant."33 A: a consequence, they suggest that he will experience
great difficulty in making causal inferencii.

Porter argues, by-contrast, that national competitiveness is an ^ggre-
gated outcome of the competitiveness of specific sectors and tha-t1he
way to understand the overall outcome is bydisaggregating it into com-
Ponent elements. Consequently, nonvithstandirqg thi titlJ of his book,
Polgr.lepeatedly points out_ that his central goal is to explain success
and failure, not at the level of nations, but rathJr ar the levei of industrial
sectorsl to this end, he considers both successful and unsuccessful sec-
tors.3a Thus, within his own framework for understanding national
comp-etitiveness, Porter does have variance on the dependenivariable.

With reference to the issue of selection bias m .orri..rtionally under-
stood,.aproblem does arise with the mode of case selection. Although
in studying specific sectors Porter has included negarive cases of failid
competitiveness, he restricts his analysis to countries that, overall, are
competitive, focusing on ten important trading nations which all either
enjg/ 

.t hl8h_ degree of international compeiitiveness or are rapidly
achieving it. He thereby indirectly selects on the dependent variabt.. ns
a consequence, certain types of findings are less likely to emerge as im-
Portant. For example, some of the explanatory factors that -.[. partic-
ular sectors internationally competitive could also operate at thi level
of the national.€conomy, tending to make the whoje economy more
competitive. His design is likely to underestimate the importance of

.t".1 factors-, given that the sample includes only countriis at higher
levels of national competitiveness.

The character of Porter's overall conclusions may well reflect this se-
lection problem. Although his findings are multifaieted and should not
be oversimplified, his conclusion does place strong emphasis on idio-
syncratic explanatory factors and-sug_gests that reiommendations for
tmproving comPetitiveness must be different for each country. As he
states-at the beginning of the final chapter, "The issues for each nation,
as well as the ways ofbest addressing them, are unique. Each nation has
its own history, social structure, and instirutions which influence its fea-
sible options."3s Portert design may have disposed him to reach this
tyPe of conclusion, reflecting a distinctive proLlem of small-N srudies
focused on extreme cases thar we discussed above. To adapr our earlier
label, it could be seen as a consequence of selection bLs involving
"complexification based on extreme contexts."

" Kir& Keohane, and Verba (fn. 1), 134.
3a Porter (fn. 32), 6-10, 28-29, 33, 69, S7T, T3S.
3s Ibid.,683. See pp.2l-22 for Porter's discussion of his criteria for case selection.
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In evaluating this presumed problem of bias, it is important to keep
in mind the standa-rd regarding causal heterogeneity suggested above:
if Porter believed that the .".ri"l patterns hels 

""iyntiiare 
distinc-

tively associated with these ten countries, by that standar-d it could be
argued that comPlex trade-offs are entailed in pursuing a broader com-
parison and that he should perhaps not be expected io include addi-
tional cases' even if this more limited frame of comparison does
produce bias. However, he in fact asserts that the patterns he has dis-
covered are found across a much broader range of ."r.1136 and conse-
quently this standard, based on these trade-oG, is not relevant.

Two alternative strategies for case selection might have been consid-
ered here. First, to the extent that Porter is interot.d in broader com-
parisons and believes that causal patterns are homogeneous across a
wider set of cases, one option would have been to se]ect ten national
contexts that reflect a full spectrum of national competitiveness. Sec-
ond, if Porter is interested in focusing only on national contexts that are
relatively competitive, another alternative-would have been to select na-
tions that have extreme values on an explanatory variable that is be-
lieved to be strongly correlated with national competitiveness. This
procedure should yield a set of countries at a fairly ttigtt level of com-
petitiveness. Although correlated with the dependint variable, this se-
lection procedure would not yield the forrn of bias of concern here
because it would not be correlated with the underlying error term, pro-
vided this explanatoryvariable is truly exogenous (iftat is, not.".rr.d in
pT! by the "dependent" variable) and thJmodel is properly specified.
If these assumptions are not met, this procedure .or'rld lntrtan.e bias,
but it might well pose fewer problems than the strategy Porter in fact
employed.

INrrnN^qrIoNAL DnrpnnnNc E

A second example is found in the debate stimulated by Achen and
Snidal on the case-study literature on international deterrence.3T They
argYe_ that in these studies "the selection of cases is systematically bi-
ased," in part because they "focus on crises which, in one sense or an-
other, are already deterrence breakdowns." Thus, in relation to the
alternatives of "deterrence success or failure," these studies deal almost
exclt'sivelywith failure.3sWith reference to George and Smoke's major
study, Deterrence in American Foreign Policy, Achen and Snidal state

36lbid., 675-g0.
37 "The Rational Deterrence Debate : A Symposiu m," H/a,t,! petitia 4t (January 19g9).It Achen and Snidal (fn. 1), 160,162.
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their concern strong-ly: "In hundreds ofpages, the reader rarely encoun-
ters anything but deterrence failures. The cumulative impression is
overwhelming, and the mind tends to succumb."3e

George and Smoke view their work and methodology differently, ar-
Sing that they are not concerned with the alternatives of ru...rrfi.rl-d.-
terrence and failed deterrence. Rather, they wish to explain variation
among:a-ses of deterrence failure,{ developing a typology of three,,pat-
terns of deterrence failure": "fait accompli"'limiiid pr-obe," and "con-
*gl\d- pressure. " These patterns are- dlstinguished "acc-ording to the tlpe
of initiative the initiator takes," and George and Smoke seJk to 

"*p["ittthe-patterns in terms of factors such as the initiator's perception 
-both

of the risks entailed and of the defender's level of commitm;r and ca-
pabilities.ar Hence-, they do have variation on their dependent variable,
in the sense that they are concerned with explaining iiff.t.nces in the
behavior of the initiator and in how deterrence crise-s are played out.

However, it could also-beargued that George and Smok 
"t. 

seeking
to explain variability atthe high end of Achen and Snidal's depend"ni
variable. It is true that G-eorge and Smoke label all of their patterns as
instances of deterrence failure.a2 Yet because their pattern of fait ac-
compli usually results in war, it could be seen *r 

" 
*ot e comflete failure

of deterrence, whereas the patterns of limited probe 
"rd 

controlled
Pressur€ could be seen as less complete failures.a3 From a standpoint that
views this contrast as variability al the extreme end of the largir variable
of deterrence failure, selection bias would become a concern.

We believe that a crucial issue here is different understandings of the
domains across which similar c-ausal patterns are operating, su[gesting
again the relevance of the standard th-at it may notb. t."rJnable-to exl
pect George and Smoke to compare a broader range of cases. They
argue that the "contemporary abstract, deductivistic theory of deter-
rence isinadeq""j: 

Qr pglicy application" and see their ownanalysis as
addressing "the kinds of complexities which arise when the United
States makes actual deterrence attempts."{ The implication is that the

3e Achen and Snidal (fn. 1), 161; Alexander L. George and Richard Smoke, Deterrencc in American
Fneign Poliq:Tlt:rl and Practice (NewYork columbii university press, 1974).

^ .1Gj9-tg" 11d Smoke (!n. 39), 513-15,519. See also George 
"nd 

S.nok , "Dererrence and Foreign
Policy," ll/orld Politics 41 (January lg9g),179.

ll9*rS: and Smoke (fn.39), 534,522-3,r. See more generaUy chap. 1g.'2 Even the cases not classified as following one of theiip"rt.rn, are still treated as instances of de-
terrence failure. See George and Smoke (fn. gg), 547-49. 

'

- 
t].G-"gtg. and Smoke's (fn..aO) subsequent discussion of these issues appears to underscorc the idea

of thinking of this variabilry in t.t-r of gt"dations (p.lZ2).
s George and Smoke (fn.39),503.
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"kinds of complexities" they wish to study do not occur across the full
set of cases, and hence that the causal patterns that arise are not homo-
geneous-Jhus, although George and Smoke may be paying a price in
terms of bias by focusitg-9tt variability at the extreme ind of this larger
variable, it is not reasonable to elpect them to give up this compariin
at the cost of aban-doning their focus on the distinctive set of phenom-
ena central to their research question. Achen and Snid"l, by contrast,
have a different research quesiion. They are interested in a general de-
ductive theory of deterrence, within a framework that 

"pp-."tr 
to as-

sume a more consistent Pattetn of causal relations across a broad range
of cases. Given their focus, they quite appropriately see the need for"a
sustained analysis of deterrence success, as well as of deterrence failure.

A further cautionary observation should be made. Although George
and Smoke's argument is carefully_crafted, at a couple of points thly

lPPear to switch to Achen and Snidal's question. In on. instancl
George and Smoke argue that "the oversimplified and often erroneous
character of these theoretical assumptions [of deterrence theory] is best
demonstrated by comparing them with the more complex variables and
Processes associated with efforts to employ deterrence strategy in real-
life historical cases."45 Thus, they explicitly assert that their .i'i. studies
provide a test of the theory. As a consequence, the problem of com-
plexification based on extreme cases doeJ arise 

"r " 
rl.ord*y issue in

this study.
Our immediate concern here is not with whether rational deterrence

theory_is Iigh! or wrong, bt! rather with evaluating the methodological
issue. If for the purpose of this discussion we w.re to make the- as-
sumPtion that the theory is right, then a study of extreme cases would
be likely to identifr precisely these "niore complex variables and
Processes" that George and Smoke discovered in thlir case studies. As
argued above, this is the finding one would expect due to selection bias,
and these extreme cases, by themselves, do not offer a good test of the
overall theory. Thus, we would say that George and Smoke's book is a
splendid .Tdy 1!at is extremely well designed, yet the specific assertion
just quoted could be a product of selection bias.

The examples of both Porter and George and Smoke serve as a re-
minder that the no-variance problem may be less common and more
gomgticlted than is sometimes believed. Studies can certainly be found
in which the cases of central concern do not vary on the dependent

ts lbid., 2. Similar statements are found on pp. 503 and 589.
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variable, and in those studies causal inference would certainly be con-
strained in the manner suggested above in the discussion of no-variance
designs. Yet due to a scholarly-instinct for "variation seeking,"6 analysts
have 

lslrolq tendency to find variation in the main outcoile they s..k
to explain. The challeng,e is to link this instinct for finding variation to
a stronger awareness of the kinds of variation that are likely to yield
useful, and one h-opes unbiased, answers to the research qu.riiotrs that
motivate the study.

v. AssessrNc snrectrox Bns rHRoucH coMpARrsoN wrrH A
LnRcrn Ser op Cesps

If one believes that a given study suffers from bias, how can one assess
the consequences? The central goal of Geddes'article on selection bias
is to show how this can be done by comparing the inference derived
from the initid set of cases with a parallel inference based on additional
cases that are not selected on the dependent variable. Her analysis is
built.on a highly laudable commitment to the difficult task of develop-
ing the data sets that provide a basis for making these further compar-
isons. Moreover,-the findings that emerge from her comparison with
additional cases directly contradict those presented in the inrdies she is
evaluating. Her analysis would thus seern to be a stunning demonstra-
tion of the impact of selection bias.

An examination of Geddes'analysis illustrates the diverse issues that
arise in such assessments. Among the pitfalls encountered are some of
the same pro!_lem1 of divergent interpritations considered in the previ-
ous section. Her first nvo examples raise questions about the choice of
cases used in replicating a study and about the expected direction of
bias. The other two examples are concerned with the relation between
time-series analysis and the problem of selection bias.

RevolurroN
We first consider Geddes'analysis of Skocp ol's States and Social Reaolu-
tions,^which_explores the causes of social rlvolutions in France, Russia,
and China.aT The key issue that arises here is the role of domain speci-
fications that stipulate a-range of cases across which given ."ur"l'prt-
terns are exPected to be found. Geddes'central.o.r."rn about this study

* 
a6 This,is an adaptatio" gfJnllt t_er1 "va{1ion finding." See Charles Tilly, Big Structures, Largc

P*.r:y, Hugc Comparrroas (New Yorh Russell Sage Found-ation, 19g4), gZ,l'J'i.Zi.

,^ntTh:$" 
Skocpol, S.tates and Social Revolutiootth Co-porative ,*nalyiis oyFroru, Russia, and China

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 979)
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is that although Skocpol examines contrasting cases where social revo-
lutions did not occur' because Skocpol deliberaiely selected cases accord-
Lng to their 

""lu: 
on the dependent variable, thl rest of her argumenr

"carries less weight than *ould a test based on more cases selected with-
out reference to the depend-ent variable." On the basis of a compara-
tive-longitudinal analysis of nine Latin American countries, Geddes
seeks to -provide a more convincing test. She finds cases where the
causes of revolution identified by Skocpol are present, but which did
not have a revolution, and cases where tire causes were not present, but
a social revolution nonetheless occurred. Geddes suggests that the find-
ings based on these new cases "cast doubt on the oi[i""] argument."as

The question of the domain across which the aniyst belflves causal
Patterns are homogeneous is again a central issue here. In the introduc-
tion and conclusion of States aid Social Resolutionsrskocpol argues that
she is not developjng a general theory of revolution and that fr'.1. ̂rg.r-
ment is specifically focused on wealthy, politically ambitiou, 

"gr"r"i"r,states that had not experienced colonial domination. She suggeJts that
outside of this context, causalpatterns will be different, in thii.rirtually
all other modern revolutio.rs ha.re been strongly influenced by the his'-
torical legacies of colonialism, external depeii.nce within ihe world
Yt^!.*' and thg emergence of modern miliiary establishments rhar are
differentiated from the dominant classes. Nor. of the Latin American
countries analyzed by Geddes fits Skocpol's specification of the domain
in which she believes the causal patterns identified in her book can be
expected to operat_._. I. fact, S\9ap:l explicitly excludes from her argu-
ment three cases (Mexico 1910, Bolivia 79i2, and cub a r9s9) tI"t
Geddes includes in her 

:yppl..I.."j"ry tesr.ae Hence, Geddes' nnairrg
that the causal Pattern identified by Skocpol is nor present in thesl
Latin American cases would be consistent;th Skocpol's expectations.

Two concluding observations may be made here 
"bo.rt 

tii, *rr.rr-
ment of skocpol. First, it is alway, i""rorr"ble to question the appro-
priateness_of a gi":." specification of a domain of causal homoge,r.iry
either in the overall characterization of the domain or in the inilusion
or exclusion of particular countries. But Geddes does not challenge
Skocpol's specification of the domain and thus does not esrablish tf,e
relevance of her broader.comparison for Skocpol's original argument.
Second, this example undettcot., a generic ptobl.- in"efforts to assess
selection bias through comparisons with a troader set of cases: if the

'8 Geddes (fn.1), 742,145.
ae Skocpol (fn. 47), 33-42, 297-gO.
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larger comparison extends across contexts that are causally heteroge-
neous' the contralting 

fnd-ing derived from the additional ."r., *"yi.
due, not to selection bias, bui rather to the presence of different causal
patterns among those cases.

Npwry InousrruAuzrNc Coururrues
We next examine Geddes' analysis of studies focused on newly in-
dustrializing countries (the NIcs). The interesting issue here is that in
Geddes'assessment ofwhether bias ispresent, th; broader comparison
of cases that were not selected 

"" i\. dipendent variable yields ih. op-
posite {nding from what one would expect if the issue *.r. in fact se-
lection bias. This in turn raises questioni about the potential role played
by_the frame ofcomparison in Contributing to this opposite fi"di"g.

In assessing the literature on the NICs, Geddes .onrid.rs srudiesihat
explain high growth rates in countries such as Taiwan, South Korea,
S1".g1p9re, Brazil, and Mexico as an outcome of "labor repression,';
which she understands to be the "repression, cooptation, discipline, or
quiesceng-e of labor."so Geddes 

"ss.rir 
that because the sample^of cases

was in effect selected on the dependent variable (that is, high growth
rates), one cannot assume that ihe relationship between lab"o, repres-
sion and qowth will characterize all developing countries.sl To .*plor.
this hypothesis further, she develops a ,n."i,rr""of labor repression and
conducts a series of cross-national tests of its relationshipio economic
growth. Given the complexity and diversity of arguments in the litera-
ture on the NICs, this is a somewhat risky enterpri-se, but it produces re-
sults that we believe merit serious .oniid.rati,on, even though we are
not entirely convinced by them.

Geddes points out that scholars who focus their attention on the
best-known East Asian NICs thereby select a set of cases located toward
the more successful end of the rp..ir,.r* ofgrowth rates. In effect, they
select on the dependent variable, raising.oi..rr6 about selection bias.
Using her cross-national data, Geddes-finds a strong relationship be-
tween labor repression and growth among seven EaJt Asian countries
(her Figure 4), but this relationship disafpears when she compares a
large number of Third World counirier tit"t are not seleced with ref-
erence to the dependent variable. This latter finding emerges most cru-
3{ty i1 her Figure 5, which compares twenry-one more advanced
Third World countries. This restriction of the dlrnain to rhe more ad-

50 Geddes (fn. 1), 134.
sr  lb id. ,  139.
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vanced countries seeks to respond to a stipulation within the literature
on the NICs concerning the set of countries in which this causal relation
between labor repression and growth is assumed to operate.s2 Thus,
Geddes' key point is that when cases are not selected onthe dependent
variable, avery different finding emerges.s3

In considering this example, we would first raise a question about the
direction of bias. Geddes' conclusion that labor repression is more
strong-ly correlated with growth within a subset of high-gro\ilth coun-
tries does not correspond to the finding one would expect on the basis
of insights about selection bias. Especially in a bivariate case such as
this one, selection bias should weaken, rather than strengthen, the cor-
relation within the smaller group of high-grourth countries. Given that
in Geddes'analysis the difference is dramatically in the opposite direc-
tion, it is hard to believe that the issue is selection bias.

This concern leads us to take a closer look at the frame of compari-
son aPPropriate to arguments that have been made about the NICs and
to the implications of this frame for the outcome of Geddes' assess-
ment. F'irst, we may begin by considering the contrast space suggested
by the concept of the NICs. This concept is not adequately defined in
much of this literature,sa but roughly speaking it refers to a set ofThird
World countries that between approximately the 1960s and the 1980s
experienced rapid industrial expansion and economic growth. Hence,
our first observation would be that the negative cases relevant to the
contrast space should include Third World countries that did not expe-
rience such growth during this period. Any possible objection to in-
cluding non-NICs in the analysis cannot be sustained, because without
such a comparison the analysis lacks a minimal, viable contrast.

Second, it would similarly not be legitimate for area specialists to ob-
ject to extending the comparison beyond their region of specialization,
unless there are grounds for arguing that the causal relationship is not
homogeneous across a broader set of cases. In the absence of this con-
straint, we suggested above that even the scholar interested exclusively
in a specific set of cases can gain new insight into those cases through
broader comparisons.

Third, a central argument in the literature is that the causal relation

s2 Geddes (fn. 1), 135, introduces additional domain rcstrictions that seem highly appropriate, as in
the exclusion of oil-exporting states.

53 See Geddes (fn. 1),135-140, and esp. Figures 4,5,6.

_to Tlit point is made by Haggard, one of the authors whom Geddes cites. See Stephan Haggard,
'The Newly Industrializing Countries in the International System,' World Politia 38 (January 1986),
343, n. 1.
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between labor repression and growth applies to two specific sets of
countries: (1) more economically developed Third World-countries that
are undergoing an advanced phase of industrialization oriented toward
the domestic market; and (2) Third World countries at widely varyrng
levels of overall economic development that are undergoing export-oril
ented industrialization. On the basis of this distinction,lhe-tt.gative
cases appropriate to the first set are found among more advanced coun-
tries of the Third World, whereas in the second set, countries at a
broader range of development levels are relevant. In light of this crite-
rion, we believe that Geddes'broader comparison encompassing ad-
vanced countries of the Third World (Figure 6) is rnissing important
cases, in that it excludes export-oriented industrializers at lower levels of
development. In particular, it appears that this restriction eliminates from
the analysis three of the seven countries (Thailand, Indonesia, and the
Philippines) included in her comparison of East Asian cases (Figure 4).

Fourth, complex issues of sequencing arise in the identification of
relevant negative cases. For example, one can imagine the sequence in
which intense labor mobilization (that is, an utter "failure" of repres-
sion) contributes to severe socioeconomic crisis, which in turn simulta-
neously produces both an intense political reaction that includes a
sustained period of labor repression and a sustained period of failed
growth. In a cross-sectional analysis, these might be seen as cases of
high labor repression and low growth thar would count against the hy-
pothesis. From a longitudinal perspective, however, these could be con-
ceptualized as cases in which the important connection between the
strength of the labor movement and low growth is consistent with the
hypothesis.

On the basis of this fourth criterion, we have a further reservation
about the broader comparison of advanced Third World countries
(Figure 6). It appears to us that this issue of conceptualization and cod-
ing arises for fwo countries that may be "influential cases,"ss in the
sense that they play an important role in contributing to the near-zero
correlation in this figure. Thus, Chile and Argentina could be viewed
alternatively as cases where high levels of l:bor repression were for a
substantial period associated with low growth, or, more correctly we be-
lieve, as cases where intense labor mobilization played a central role in
socioeconomic crises that left a legacy of a substantial period of low
growth. This same reinterpretation also appears to applylo Uruguay.

ss See Kenneth A. Bollen and Robert W.Jackman, "Regression Diagnostics: An ExpositoryTreat-
ment of Outliers and Influential Ceses,' Sociological Methids and ReseaichT3 (May l9S5).
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These issues of case selection, conceptualization, and coding have im-
Pfrjalt implications for the contrast between the finding thai emerged
with the seven East Asian cases, as opposed to the broaJet .o*p"riion
of advanced Third World countries.lf the three East Asian caies that
appear- to be missing 9o* Figug 6 were also excluded from Figure 4,
then the strong correlation in Figure 4 would depend solely Jtr on.
case' raising a concern about the contrast between the two corielations.
Alternatively, if the three apparently missing East Asian cases were
added to the broader comparison, and if Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay
were coded according to the revised interpretation suggested abori., ii
aPPears to us that the broader comparison of advanced Third World
countries (Figure 6) would yield a substantial positive corelation. In ei-
ther case, our tentative conclusion is that thi correlations in the fwo
figures are more similar than they initially appear to be.

In sum, the results of this assessment appear to us to be ambiguous,
perhaps involving-as in the Skocpol example-issues of .",rcil het-
glogeleity instead ol or possibly along with, the problem of selecrion
bias. Nevertheless, we hope that Geddes'ambitioui effort to extend the
argument about the NICs can stimulate further reflection among schol-
ars who work onthis-topic about the appropriate frame of com-parison
for making causal inferences.

Tur,tn- S eRI ES ANnryst s

In the {"d pair of examples, Geddes considers a problem of selecting
on the dependent variable that can result from choosing the end poin-t
in time-series data. She begins with an interesting obseivation:

The analyst may feel that he or she has no choice in selecting the endpoint; it
may be the last year for which information is available. Neverlheless, if one se-
lects a case because its value on some variable at the end of a time series seems
particu-larly in need of explanation, one, in effect, selects on the dependent vari-
able. If the conclusions drawn depend heavily on the last few data points, they
may be Proven wrong within a short space of time as more informatibn becomes
available.s6

The treatment of this problem is a further application of Geddes'gen-
eral-idea of gaining new_i_nsight by extending the domain of analysis-
in this case, over time. However, contrary to what she sugg.rtr,3t thi,
particular problem does not involve bias, in that the mistak tr inf.tence

s6 Geddes (fn. 1), 74G47.
s7Ibid. ,  145.
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that can occur here involves not systematic errorrbut rather a substantial
risk of unslrtematic error.In addition, closer attention must be devoted
to how these two examples relate to the methodological problem with
which Geddes is concerned.

Geddes'first example of a time-series analysis is Raril Pribisch's fa-
mous study prepared for the United Nations Economic Commission
for Latin America, published in 1950, which observed declining terms
of trade for primary products between the late nineteenth century and
the Second World War.s8 Geddes points out that subsequent "[s]nrdies
using different endpoints have failed to replicate Prdbisch's results,"se an
outcome that she considers understandable in light of the bias intro-
duced by this mode of selection.5o On closer examination, however,
Prdbisch's snrdy is not an example of the mode of selection Geddes has
in mind. In Pr6bisch's time series the last two data points in fact show
an improvetnent in the terms of trade.6l Thus, he was not drawn to an
incorrect inference about declining terms of trade by the temptation to
explain the final data points in the time series; consequently this is not
an example of selecting on the dependent variable in the sense put forth
by Geddes.

The second example concerning the end point in a time series is
Hirschman's shrdy of inflation in Chile.62 Geddes characterizes Hirsch-
man's study as a time-series design which attempts to show that infla-
tion in Chile was, as Geddes puts it, "brought under control . . . as
competing political groups realize[d] the futility of their competition
and politicians [came] to understand the problem better." Geddes ar-

Sres that Hirschman's finding is biased because the last available data
before his book went to press correspond to years of particularly low in-
flation, that is, 1950 and 1961. She presents Hirschman's analysis as an
example of the problem that researchers may be drawn to explain ex-
treme values at the end of a time series, thereby leaving themselves
vulnerable to reaching a conclusion that will soon be invalidated by
subsequent data.63

To demonstrate that this selection procedure generated bias, Geddes
extends Hirschman's original time series and produces an apparently

58 Ratl Prdbisch, Tfu Economic Deoelopment of Latin lmerica and lts Principol ProDlerzr (New York:
United Nations, 1950).

5e Geddes (fn. 1), 145.
60 lbid., 745-47.
5r Prdbisch (fn. 58),9.
62 Albert O. Hirschmen,Journeys touard Progras: Studies of Economic Policy-Making in Latin Amcr-

r'ra (New York W. W. Norton, lg73),originally published by the Twentieth Century Fund in 1963.
6r Geddes (fn. 1), 147,148.
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different conclusion. She finds that 1960 and 7g6L were arypical and
that inflation rates quickly1eq1.d-to higher levels. Thus, ,r, 

"rg.r-.n,that learning on thepart bfpoli{..4 gto,ftr and leaders was responsible
for controlling inflation t..hr dubiirs. According to G.Jdes, there is
"no evidence thar grgyps-lad learned the futility oipr.rring i.rfi"tio n^i
demands or that political leaders had learn.d to roiu. ,tr.ir.Ulem.,,64'

Geddes' extension of the time series in this example cf,nstructively
points to an important finding about Chile, yet this extension of the
data does not call into question the conct"ritn of the original study.
Hirschman in fact stat.i his conclusion with precisely-,h?-a.gr.. Jf
caution that Geddes would pt.&r: specifically, in the 6lo.k quJtation
Geddes-presents to summ^ri", Hirscirman's findings, th;*.""a e[ip-
sis within the quote corresponds to a sentence in rihich he states that
!\? Wotite interpretation of the Chilean case can also be entertained.6s
Hirschman suggests in this omitted section of Geddes' quoi. that ac-
tors may not come to understan_d the problem bett.r, ^rrd that, in his
words, "nothing is resolved."56 Given ih"t Hirschm"r, i' fact says at
this point, his rTdy should be cited as a model of an appropriately cau-
tious interpretation of time-series data.

Looking beyond these two examples, we would reiterate that the
problem of evaluaring 

" 
fluctuatingii-. series presenred here is ex-

tremely important, but is really not an issue of selection bias as conven-
,lolnl understood. Other scholars have_ approached this probl.- o.,
the basis of the literature that grew out of iampbell and Stlnley's clas-
sic book on interrupted time-ieries designs, and these issues are more
appropriately addressed with the array of methodological tools offered
by this literature.6T

To conclude this 
Pltt ofour discussion, although we have misgivings

about Geddes' s-Pe-1fic arguments regarding selition bias, we believe
that this kind of effort to test the argumen;derived from earlier stud-
ies against broader frames of comparison represents an indispensable
meT: of exploring the generaliry andvalidiry of any given finiing. As
such it is an essential componeni of scholarship.

H lb id. ,  147.
65 Ib id .
s Hirschma n (fn. 62), 223.
t D,onald T C-ampbell andJulian C. Stanley, Experimcntat and Quati-Experimental Designsfor Rc-

searcb 
.(chicago: Rand McNally, 1963), s1-ei., espJigrre 3; Doritd r. -;;d;u-""a H. Laurence

Ross,'The Connecticut Crackdown on SpeedingiTi#.-s_.ri.r bata- in qr"ri-E*p.rin1.nr"t Analy-
ti:i.?y:!d soliey-f,7,g..1(4"grst 1968); Fr;ci,s_W. Hoole, E atuatioi Rcsearib and Deaetopment
{tait;y 

(Beverly H.ills, Calif.: Sa[e Publications, 1978);Thom", D. Cook 
"na 

OrnirJf C"#p["ri,
Quasi-Experimentation: Design oniAnalysis Issucsfor Field Scttings(Borton, Hougni;]Miffii n,1979),
chap.2.
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VI. CoNcLUsroN

The Problems addressed here are complex, requiring the attention of
scholars with diverse skills and analytic perspeCtives. Our goal has not
been to definitively resolve these problems, but to raise issues that may
help qualitative researchers in thinking about selection bias. By way of
conclusion, we offer an informal summary of basic observations ihat
may be useful to qualitative researchers, followed by two suggestions
about issues that require further attention.

First, selection bias is indeed a common and potentially serious
problem, 

"ld 
qualitative researchers in international and comparative

studies need to understand the consequences of selecting extreme cases
of the outcome they wish to explain. Even if researcheri are convinced
that they have no interest in generalizing to a larger set of cases that en-
comPass greater variance on their dependent variable, selection bias can
still be an issue-a dilemma that may seem counterintuitive to sorne
qualitative analysts, but one that is essential to understand. Selection
bias can also be an issue if the cases under snrdy appear to have a full
range ofvariability on the outcome to be explained, but the investigator
chooses to study these cases in contexts that have extreme scores on a
closely related outcome. Likewise, although within-case analysis is an
important tool of causal inference in case-snrdy and small-N research,
it does not serve to overcome selection bias.

Second, selection bias may raise somewhat distinctive issues in case
snrdies and small-N comparative analyses that focus on extreme cases
on the dependent variable. For the scholar doing quantitative analysis
the problem in analyzing such cases is, on average, that of underisti-
mating the rnain causal effects that are under investigation. By contrast,
for case-study and small-N analysts, given their tendency to discover
new explanations, the risk may also lie in overestimatingthe importance
of explanations discovered in case snrdies of extrem. obr.*ations, in-
volving what we called complexification based on extreme cases. How-
ever' if these analysts recognize the way in which extreme cases are
ypyted to be distinctive, their inclination toward complexification can
lead to invaluable insights into those cases and into their relation to a
broader set of observations.

Third, a recurr-ing problem in assessing selection bias in qualitative
research is to define the frame of comparison against which the full
variance of the dependent variable should be assessed. A point of entry
is to understand the contrast space that serves to identi$ the relevant
negative cases that should be included in the comparison. A further
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standard might restrict the frame of comparison to domains which the
investigator presumes are characteized by relatively homogeneous
causal Patterns. This standard may be seen as relevant in liglit of the
potential trade-off between the advantage of broader comparisons that
m y encomPass greater variance on the dependent variable and thereby
avoid selection bias, and the advantage of narrower comparisons in
which the investigator focuses on cases that are more ."ur"lly homoge-
neous, and hence more analytically tractable.This specific trade-offcan
be looked at in the larger framework of potential trade-offs between
generality and the alternative goals of parsimony, accuracft causaliry
a1d cgryeptual validiry At the same time, it is essential to recognize
that different scholars have contrasting views of whether these ieally
are trade-oft, and consequently of the degree of generality that they
believe it-is possible and appropriate to achieve. Regardless of horv par-
ticular scholars view these trade-offs, it is invaluable for them to state
explicitly their understanding of the appropriate frame of comparison
and what considerations led them to select it.

Fourth, the practice of assessing the findings of previous research
through comparisons with larger sets of cases that exhibit greater vari-
ance on the dependent variable is a valuable way of exploring the role of
selection bias in an initial snrdy, and scholars should be op; to appro-
priate efforts to make such larger comparisons. How..r.r,ih.r. b-rd.t
assessments are subject to numerous pitfalls, and the standards about
the scope of comparison just discussed provide an essential framework
in which such broader assessments should be conducted.

- Fifth, strategies are available for avoiding selection bias through in-
formed choices about research de sign. Unfortu n ately, i n s mall-Nstud-
ies random sampling may produce more problems than it solves. An
alternative approach is nonrandom sampling that deliberately produces
a sample in which the variance on the dependent variable is similar to
its variance in the larger set of cases that provides a relevant point of
reference. If investigators have a special interest in cases that have high
scores on the dependent variable, another solution may be to selelt
cases that have extreme scores on an explanatory variable that they sus-
pect is -strongly correlated with the dependent variable. This should yield
a set of cases that has higher scores on the dependent variable, and iithis
explanatory variable is then incoqporated into the analysis, selection bias
should not occur, although other risks of bias and error rnay arise.

Finally, another pitfall is encountered when the idea of silection bias
is used as a criterion in evaluating types of research that really involve
different issues. Qralitative designs that lack variance on the dependent
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variable are rmlnerable to selection bias, as in the problem of complexi-
fication based on extreme cases. However, we are convinced that ielec-
tion bias is not the central issue in evaluating such designs and that this
perspectivg- plovides an inapRpgriate basiJ for complitely dismissing
them. Similarly, research thai folows the selection pio..d.rt of focus]
ing on one or a few distinctive values at the errdptint of tirne-series
data runs a substantial risk of error, but it is not the specific form of sys-
temic error entailed in selection bias.

In addition to offering these summary observations, we would like
to focus on two issues that especially require further exploration. The
first concerns the. proposed standardof using causal homogeneity as a
criterion for restricting the domain of analysii. A central polnt of refer-
ence among scholars who have tried to apply the idea of selection bias
to quditative studies has been an underst"nding of similarities and con-
trasts between how qualitative researchers conduct their work and cer-
tain ideas associated-with regression analysis, including a probabilistic
view of causation.6s The standard concerning causal homogeneity de-
rives from the idea that it would be very difhcult for qua'iitative re-
searchers to analyze heterogeneous causal-relations in a manner parallel
to that employed by quantitative researchers. However, a very different
ge_rspeaive on these issues is found in Charles Ragin's The Cimparatiae
Method, which ,1k r as a point of departure the assumption of causal
heterogett.t-? and analyzes this heterogeneity through aiogic of neces-
sary and sufficient causes, using Boolean algibra.6e Scholai who think
about causation in terms of a probabilistic regression model and who
reject the idea of necessary and sufficient causes would do well to give
some consideration to the issues raised by this alternative perspectiie.

The second unresolved issue involves rival interpretations of*hat we
have called complexification based on extre-. ."r.r. The problern is
how to interpret the finding that emerges when case-study or small-N
analysts who have selected extreme cases on the dependent variable
claim to have discovered that a distinctive combination of explan atory
variables accounts for the extreme scores of these cases. On.lnterpre-
tation is that this will routinely appear to be the case, as long as the
units under study have extreme scorJr on the dependent variablJ. Ho*-

d For twoperspcctivcs 
1n 

th9 role of probabilistic causarion in small-N anallnis, see Stanley Licbcr-
son, "Small N's and Big Conclusions: An Examination of the Reasoning in Comparativi Srudies
Based on a Small Number of Cases,' SocialForccs 70 (December 1991), SOgIt2;"nd Ituth B.rins Col-
lier and David Collier, S!"p.i:q tbe Potitical Arcna: Critical Junctures, tbe Labor'Monem€nt, and Rcgime
Dt:t!h:in.Latin America (Princeton: Princeton university press, 1991), 20.6e Ragin (fn. 15).
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ever, an alternative interpretation would be that this finding could in
fact reflect genuine causal heterogeneity. That is to say, for tli, ot .-"
cases on thispzrticular dependent va;iable, unit .h"tg"t in the ex-
planatory variables would alnrally have dfferent causal eifects.

Procedures for yting o-ut theie alternitive interpretations in quali-
tative snrdies would provide a-new basis for assessing for example, the
claim by qualitative analysts ofinternational deterrenle that one should
focus on a distinctive set of ocplanations in snrdying cases of interna-
tional crisis. Such procedures could be an importait addition to the
tools available for evaluating case-study evidence.


